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it would be f very helpful to do this ..but f course little words like this

are hard. to find.. So Brown, Driver and-Briggs are ..I have pleased. ..There is

a purpose which God, has made before he m.r.e said, the Word. he had. already

made plans . This word. goes forth as part of His accomplished, fact. The wor,

cannot be v4c.d- voided 444 or returned empty until it has done what he

has planned. that it should. do. Now, there , again, the question is connective.

Until it has done what ,I have pleased., and. it has pr*spered. in the thing whereto

I have sent.x it, or until it has done what I bavepleased m so that it will pros.

per what I have sent it for , I am inclined. tkz-zIik to think that the lattr is

a parallel, and perhaps...Well, I don't know. They are both possible. It is rather

Iwd. to make a d,-ee4m4.fr- decision, until it has done what I have pleased. at

and, it has prospered or until it has done what I please so that the p purpose

for which I send it will prosper. They are t both posaib.ities. I am not
with

sure that we can decide .-certainty.I am inclined to think that the at z latter

would. be pale zpaa- a Fal1.x Something is going to happen, it isa n

illustration of what will happen. God's word will not return wi hout accomplishing

its z purpose. Here isan illustration of a particular word....God's Word. will

always accomplisha. whatever it is sent forth to do. God gives a wonderful call

Whoever can come will drink of the water of life x freely. His Word will not

return unto Him void, but it will accompliish the purpose for which it is sent

-here is an extended example of it. He has been in the prvious chapters giving

instance after m instance that Israel is going to z± t return from exile,* aid

ncwhe says not merely are they going to 44'w return, they it are going to

forth wit gladness. But be says they ,Are- goim. to be led %44h- in peace.
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It isn't a remen&ous job that 1ca Israeli. 4 can ver well be taken

zias a specific reference to the fulfiflmet of the promise that was given to

before, which 4m , however, in ,is fulfillment 4 that

which the whole chapter is leading up to. I think it is rather-an illustration of
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